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The aim of this note is to point out that the method of information- 
theoretical correlation analysis (Watanabe, 1960) (hereafter referred to 
as ITCA) provides a powerful tool in producing mechanizable models 
of a certain type of cognitive and recognitive processes, uch as concept 
formation, formation of association, pattern recognition, indexing, 
taxonomical nd other classification, identification of "clusters," medical 
diagnosis, etc. One of the advantages of the present method over the 
competing methods tems from the additivity of the quantity called 
"correlation" (Watanabe, 1960). Namely, all kinds of correlation, in- 
cluding two-object relations uch as similarity and dissimilarity as well 
as characteristically more-than-two-object relations uch as "exclusion- 
of-the-third," can M1 be added on an equal footing to form the total 
sum of correlation, which is a constant and characteristic of a given 
set of objects. Conversely, the constant otal correlation in a given set 
of objects can be decomposed into various portions bearing clear mean- 
ings, according to the usage to which the method is applied. It is hereby 
assumed that a set of objects is given, together with the information as 
to whether each element of the set possesses or does not possess each 
of a given set of properties. The method consists of extracting a set of 
multivariate probabilities from this list of data, and applying the method 
of ITCA to these probabilities. Starting from these data, one can further 
pass on to a set of object groups and a set of group properties (emergent 
properties) and apply the same method to analyze the relation among 
the object groups. 
Let X = {x~},i = 1, 2 , . . -  m, be a set of objects and Y = {yj}, 
j = 1, 2, . . .  n, be a set of predicates, uch that each predicate Ys can 
be meaningfully applied to each object x~, either affirmatively or nega- 
tively. The objective-predicate matrix T is an (m X n)-matrix, whose 
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element T(x¢, y]) is 1 or 0, according as object x~ satisfies or does not 
satisfy predicate y j .  Mathematically, there exists a complete symmetry 
between the x~ and the y j ,  and what will be stated in terms of the x~ can 
also be stated, mutatis mutandis, in terms of the y~, and vice versa. 
From the matrix T(x.~, yj) we can build various interesting prob- 
ability distributions, but for concreteness we shall discuss here only one 
special kind. Any object to which the Yi can be meaningfully applied 
can be described by (Yl = b~, y2 = b2, • • • , y,~ = bn) where each b~ will 
be determined to be 1 or 0 if the object is actually examined. Thus, 
before actual examination, one may speak of the probabil ity of such 
an event, p(Y)  = p(bl, b~, . . .  , b~) where each b~ can be 0 or 1. I f  the 
object is arbitrarily taken from a population in which x¢ is represented 
with "weight" w~, where w~ => 0 and }--~'~'~1 w~= 1, the probabil ity in 
question will be given by 
p(Y)  = p(b l ,b2 , ' "  ,b~) = ff-~wiffX~[bj,T(x~,y~)] (1) 
i=i 5=1 
where b[a, b] = 0 if a # b and ~[a, b,] = 1 if a = b. If  X itself can be 
considered as the population from which the object is arbitrarily taken, 
then we can put w~ = 1Ira. We can of course take any subset, say Y~, of 
the entire set Y of predicates and define the probability distribution 
p(Y~,) within Y~. This p(Y~) can be obtained by summing up the 
p(Y)  of (1) with respect o the b's for those predicates which are not 
included in the subset Y, .  We can then define the entropy function 
S(Y, )  for each subset l~ (as well as for the entire set Y) by the usual 
formula 
S(Y~) = -- E P(Y,)  log p ( r , ) ,  (2) 
where p(Y,)  is the probability distribution within the subset Y~ of the 
predicates and the summation is taken with respect o all the b's which 
corresponds to Y, .  
Suppose that Y1, Y2, • • • , Y~ are disjoint subsets of Y, i.e., no pred- 
icate y belongs to more than one Y~(tt = 1, 2, . - .  , r). Then the corre- 
lation C among Y1, Y2, .-" , Y~ is defined by 
C(Y1, Y2, . . .  , Y~) : S(Y~) + S(Y~) + . . .  + S(Y~) 
(3) 
- S(Y lu  Y~u . . .  u Y , ) ,  
where Y1 u Y~ u . . .  u Y~ represents a subset of Y which consists of 
all the y's included in Y~, }72, • • • , or Y~. The total correlation Cto~(Y) 
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in the entire set is a special case of (3), where each Y~ consists of a 
single y and the combined set Y1 u Y2 u . . .  u Y~ becomes the entire 
set Y. Suppose now that the entire set Y is taxonomically branched 
into individual y's by successive branchings, i.e., Y is divided into a 
certain number of subsets, and then each subset is again subdivided 
into a certain number of smaller subsets, etc. until finally we cannot 
subdivide the subsets any longer. Then, at. each branching point, i.e., 
each time a subset is divided into smaller subsets, we can define a 
correlation of the type (3). The fundamental theorem of ITCA 
(Watanabe, 1960) states that the sum of the correlations of the type 
(3) taken at each branching point is independent of the way the branch- 
ing scheme is made within Y and is equal to the total correlation C~o~(Y) 
in Y. So far we explained the method in terms of the y's, but the same 
explanation applies to the x's. 
In the context of ITCA, "correlation" means a variety of relations or 
of structural organizations. If two objects x~ and z~ are such that 
T(z~,  yj) = T(xz, yj) 
for a very large number of y /s  in a subset Y, of Y, then we may say 
that xk and xz are "similar" with reference to Y,. If two objects x~ and 
xz are such that T(x~, y~) = 1 -- T(x~, yj) for a very large number of 
y /s  in a subset Y, of Y, then we may say that they are "dissimilar" 
with reference to Y..  The similarity and dissimilarity between xk and 
xl are given quantitative xpressions, C+(xk, x~) and C-(xk, x~), re- 
spectively, where 
C-(x,o, x~) = C(x~, x,) - C+(x~, x~) 
p(ak)p(az) (~) 
= - -E  E lak - at I log 
a k a I "~kk~l )  
(Note that C is nonnegative, but C + and C- are not necessarily nonnega- 
rive.) Here, g(ak, az), p(ak) p(al), are defined by the same formula as (1), 
but interchanging the x with the y and the a with the b. The summation 
in the formula will be taken with respect to the y's included in Y~. 
When there are overwhelmingly many l's or overwhelmingly many 
O's in the rows corresponding to xk and xz in the matrix T(x~, yj), it is 
sometimes advisable to use the "symmetrized" probabilities p* instead 
of the original probability p, where p* is given by 
p*(ak, az) = ~[p(ak, az) + p(1 -- ak, 1 -- al)]. (5) 
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A simple example which illustrates more-than-two-element correla- 
tion is given by Table I. The total correlation Ctot(X) is one, but all 
the two-element correlations (similarity and dissimilarity) of the type 
C(xk ,  xz) vanish. The entire correlation originates from the three- 
element correlation existing among (Xl, x~, x3) ; C(x l ,  x~, x3) - 1. The 
particular elation existing among these three objects is such that if 
one of the three has a certain property then one and only one of the 
remaining two shares this property. As a result, the bondage that 
associates three elements xl ,  x2, and x3 as a group cannot be reduced 
to any kind of two-object relations. One can reformulate this situation 
by the use of object groups and group properties. Form groups of three 
objects (xl ,  x~, xz) taken from X = {xl, x~, xa, x~}. There are four 
such object groups in X. The above-mentioned particular group IoroD- 
erty is represented by 
8 
n = Cl [9~(xd n ~j(x~) n ~j(xz)]  u ~ i ,  
j= l  
with 
cyclic 
Vi = U [y~'(xi) n yj(xk) n !?~(xz)], (6) 
where n stands for coniunction and fl for repeated conjunction, whereas 
U~ y '~ represents the disjunction of terms that can be obtained by 
changing cyclically the variables x~, xk, and xz. The yi(x~) is a predicate 
which is affirmed if and only if x~ satisfies y~., and ~.(x~) is its negation. 
This group property v is possessed only by the particular object group 
(x~, x2, z~). This n is of course not the unique predicate that can dis- 
tinguish (xl ,  x~, x3) from the other groups, but it has an easy intuitive 
meaning. We can also introduce several group properties and analyze 
the correlation existing among object groups. 
A "natural" classification of the entire set X into r classes X~, X2, 
• • • , X, must be such that the correlation C(X~,  X2 ,  • • • , X , )  for this 
TABLE I 
x~- . .y  y~ y2 Ya y4 Y~ y6 Y7 Y8 
xl 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 
x2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
x3 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 
x~ 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
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particular -fold partition gives the minimum among all possible r-fold 
partitions. Due to the fundamental theorem, this minimization process 
implies maximization of the sum of correlation within each subset 
X~,~ = 1 ,2 , - . .  , r .  
We can repeat his process until finally we ealmot subdivide any one 
of the subsets with small mutual correlation. If a subset hus obtained 
coheres together due to similarity of its members, then it corresponds 
to a "concept." This may give the impression that our method leads 
only to a taxonomical classification, but the method can be used also 
to set up a thesaurus type classification as well as a more flexible type of 
classification. 1 This is because when a subset of X is given, we can dis- 
cover, by requiring a high value of correlation, all types of "clusters" 
which surround this subset. According to the type of correlations and 
to their strengths and also to the "weights" we attach to the predicates 
used, we can derive different groupings. By the weight is meant the 
wj which would appear in the formula that can be obtained from (1) 
by the interchange of x and y. The recognition problem is essentially 
one of placing a new member in one of the existing classes or clusters. 
Hence, we need only cheek whether the new member satisfies the 
criterion which defines each class in terms of correlation measure. It  
may be noted that the distinction among classes can be maximized by 
varying the wj.  Everytime a new member arrives, we can include it in 
the X, which may or may not change the organizational sWacture of 
X. This may be regarded as a kind of "learning process." A peculiarity 
of the indexing problem is that we do not have a fixed set Y of predicates. 
A useful algorithm in choosing a good set of indexes would be a require- 
ment of minimization of the total correlation per predicate: C~ot(Y)/n. 
A good set X of samples producing the indexes will be characterized by 
minimization of Ctot(X)/m. 
Tanimoto derived from the object-predicate matrix a measure of simi- 
larity defined by 
Q(xi, zk) = W(xi, xjo) 
W(xi) + W(xD - W(xi,  zk) 
t In a taxonomical classification one object belongs to one and only one class 
(genus) of the same level. In a thesaurus type classification one object can belong 
to more than one class of the same level. These two types, however, have one 
feature in common, viz., the classes are fixed once the classification is made. We 
are here thinking of a system which can produce different classifications according 
to the different specifications of the usage. 
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with 
W(x~) = .~ T(x~, yj), 
j=l  
W(x~, x~) = ~ T(x~, yj)T(xk, y~), 
j=l  
and obtained in collaboration with Rogers some interesting results in 
classification problems. [See Rogers and Tanimoto (1960).] However, 
since Q(x~, x~) is not a multivariate probability, the method of ITCA 
cannot be applied. Hence, like many other similar proposals, for instance, 
Kuhns (1960), Tanimoto's method does not enjoy the benefit of the 
additivity of correlation. Neither are they able to discover easily any 
of the more sophisticated many-object correlations explained above. 
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